
What can I expect from DormForm?

Daily Prompts
Students will receive these prompts as in daily discrete emails. Prompts 
rotate through six focus areas each week:
● Experience - How my life has shaped me
● Values - How I make decisions
● Growth - Where my life is taking me
● Reality - The limits within which I dream
● Faith - What I believe in and the stories that form me
● Nature -  That which is intrinsic to me

Here are a few sample daily prompts from week 1.

● What is your most significant memory from this summer? How has that 
memory impacted your plans for this year?  

● List the courses you are considering for this semester. Next to each, write 
one sentence about why you are thinking about taking each course 
(‘Because it’s required’ is a fine explanation). What do your answers tell 
you about what you value?

● Look at your syllabi, work schedule, and other calendars you have. When 
will you be most busy this semester? Do you think you can reasonably do 
all the readings and assignments and meet your other obligations? What 
can you do to prepare or adjust your schedule?

● Reflect on your last week. When did you have a lot of energy? What were 
you doing? When were you very low in energy? What were you doing?

At the end of each week, students receive a round-up activity to process 
their reflections and help them  connect who they are with what they do. 

For week 1, students are invited into an activity where they reflect on how they 
would ideally spend their time in relation to their values.



Campus ministers receive a small-group facilitator guide to support them in 
leading weekly discussion-based gatherings of students. 

Sample Page: Facilitator Guide
Driving Question
What do I want from this semester?

Example Outcomes
● Students will hear from other students how they are preparing for the 

semester.
● Students will begin to understand the dynamics of the community and 

develop trust with one another.

Discussion prompts
Warm-up
● What’s one thing you did this summer you really enjoyed?
● What class are you most excited about?

Describe
● What’s one thing that’s part of your ideal week?
● What did you find out about when you’ll be most busy this semester? 

Does anyone have any advice for how to navigate those times?

Reflect
● Did you see any themes emerging in your responses this week? What 

seems to be important to you as you start the school year?
● What influences showed up in your writing this week? For example, 

maybe you mentioned your family, your friends, your faith tradition, 
your favorite show, etc.? Why do you think these showed up?

Act
● Did you make any decisions based on your reflection this week? If so, 

how can we support you in following through on those decisions?
● What new questions do you have to explore in this upcoming week? 

Do you have new ideas about what you’ll major in, the kind of career 
you want, or the courses you’re taking? Who can help you explore 
these questions more?


